DO I MAKE YOU PROUD?
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As a teacher, what we always dream about is to see our students successful. With that thought in mind, I remember one of the songs I came into at YouTube. It is an old song, actually. Its title is “Do I make you proud”. Obviously, we hope for our pupils not only to succeed in life but also to remember to see us when that time comes and ask that question.

Nevertheless, what about us? Who should we ask? I then realized that I should ask myself then. Every day, I have to reflect. I should check if I was satisfied and fulfilled of what I did. Was I able to attend my duties and responsibilities? Was I good enough to expect my pupils to ask me the same question?

With our busy schedules, what else is there for us to do to say that we have accomplished something worth to be proud of? Do we have to receive an award in honor to be proud of ourselves? Are those who finished their post graduate degrees the only accomplished ones? Do we have to be recognized and acknowledged just for us to say we deserve to be looked up to and honored?

Mark this in memory. A teacher can ask himself that question and give himself a big YES if he knows and does his job. Teaching is already something to be proud of.

Sadly, at times, teachers lose the passion in doing their duties for they are thinking they only wait for their pupils to return to make them proud. What if no one returned to ask?

Sometimes, we should not wait for our pupils to return just to hear the question. Let’s ask ourselves.
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